NOTES:

1. PROVIDE AND INSTALL HEALTHY PLANT MATERIALS THAT MEET ALL SPECIFICATIONS AND ARE OF THE SIZE, TYPE AND
   SPECIES NAMED ON THE PLANT SCHEDULE AND SHOWN ON THE PLANS.
2. DIG PLANT HOLE 1'-0" MINIMUM LARGER ON ALL SIDES THAN ROOT BALL.
3. PRIOR TO PLACING TREE, SCARIFY BOTTOM AND SIDES OF THE PLANTING HOLE.
4. WATER THOROUGHLY AND ADD BACK FILL AS NEEDED AFTER MOISTURE IS ABSORBED.
5. BUILD SOIL DIKE AROUND PERIPHERY OF TREE TO HOLD WATER.
6. AFTER SETTLEMENT, MULCH WITH MINIMUM 4" LAYER SHREDDED BARK, WOOD CHIPS OR AS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
   DO NOT PLACE MULCH OVER THE ROOT COLLAR.
7. REMOVE DEAD OR DAMAGED BRANCHES RETAINING THE NATURAL FORM OF THE TREE.

BAG & BALL PLANTING NOTE:

1. REMOVE WRAPPING AND ALL TIES OR STRAPS. IF ROOT BALL IS WRAPPED IN BURLAP REMOVE TOP 1/3 OF BURLAP
   & WIRE FROM ROOT BALL. SYNTHETIC WRAP MUST BE REMOVED AND PROPERLY DISPOSED.
2. LOOSEN ROOTS TO ENSURE THEY ARE NOT GIRDLING THE ROOT BALL.
3. SALVAGE AND REUSE ALL SOIL THAT CAME WITH THE ROOT BALL.
4. WATER THE ROOT BALL PRIOR TO PLACING IT IN THE HOLE.
5. IF TREE IS CONTAINER GROWN, SALVAGE ALL SOIL AND MIX WITH SUPPLEMENTED SOIL FOR BACK FILL.
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